[A rare case of Marfan syndrome with involvement of the thoracoabdominal aorta--its surgical treatment].
A 49-year-old woman with classic manifestations of Marfan's syndrome, having previously been submitted to two surgical procedures for ascending aorta and aortic valve replacement, was admitted with diagnosis of a large dissecting thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm, with indication for surgical repair. The patient underwent a successful reconstruction of the aorta by means of the "simplified technique" introduced by ourselves in 1984, as an alternative to the conventional S. Crawford's "inclusion technique", for the management of thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms. Assessed two years after the operation, the patient was found to be in excellent clinical condition and a control angiography showed the vascular prosthesis and its side branches working properly. This unusual aortic complication of Marfan's syndrome and the usefulness of the unique and original technique employed to replace the thoracoabdominal aorta justify the presentation of this clinical case.